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Organizations are forced to rapidly evolve

- **Speed of change**
  - Digital transformation

- **Complexity**
  - Hybrid multicloud

- **Accountability**
  - Beyond responsibilities

- **Expertise**
  - New competency and specialized skills

Evolving Global, Business and Threat Landscape

Compliance, Privacy, and Regulatory Requirements
Remote work is a culture change for most companies and employees

- Newly connected devices on network
- Teams impacted
- Resources may not be available
- Cost optimization may be a factor
Six Best Practices

Help secure remote access

1. Secure computers and devices
   - AV software, host-based firewall, or EDR solution
   - Monitor regularly and encrypt data at rest

2. Review home-based security
   - Update routers, printers, and any connected device
   - Keep work computer isolated from personal

3. Public internet access
   - Always use 2FA along with VPN connectivity
   - Never connect to an unsecured network

4. Public cloud or storage devices
   - Only use corporate owned storage devices
   - Ensure data transfer is done over VPN

5. Phishing attempts
   - Double check links from email and be suspicious of emails
   - Ensure devices are setup with Mobile Device Management (MDM)

6. Encrypted communications
   - Use official and secure communication channels
   - Use a virtual desktop when an official machine is not used
Here’s what we see from clients across various security environments
314
Average number of days in a lifecycle of a malicious attack breach

279
Average number of days to identify and contain a breach
Average number of vulnerabilities reported by scanners in client environments

1.7M
How are phishing threat actors capitalizing on COVID-19?

Spoofing of WHO, CDC and other official health organizations
Your first line of defense
Train and educate your user base

- Reduce number of incidents and exposure to cyber threats by strengthening employee awareness
- Minimize overall cost of incidents
- Consistent awareness program implementation across organization
- Conduct live phishing tests with targeted training
- Increase security awareness and behavioral change
68% of organizations were victims of endpoint attacks in 2019.

Source: 2020 Ponemon Institute State of Endpoint Security
Effective endpoint defense begins with 24x7 detection, threat hunting, and response built on intel

Rapid response and active blocking
Automate threat mitigation and extend your team with threat experts to help you respond and proactively block threats

Deep visibility and investigations
Global world-class threat intelligence combined with endpoint visibility to protect you from advanced threats 24x7

Complete security without complexity
Support for detection, response, and threat hunting for multiple EDR/next generation anti-virus vendors in the same environment

Consistent outcomes for threat protection
Focus on tactics, techniques and procedures, to find threats more consistently than static Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)
Global healthcare provider

Securely scales to provide telemedicine services and adapts to remote workforce.

During a major infrastructure migration and upgrade, the business simultaneously adapted to the changing global landscape and pandemic.

Business problem

- Delay in cutting over to the new infrastructure would have resulted in significant increase in the TCO
- Scale up and provide a safe remote working environment to the user base who traditionally never worked from home
- Set up a secure telemedicine infrastructure

Solution

- Adapted to inflight changes during the migration and upgrade
- Designed and implemented an entirely new remote working infrastructure
- Assisted users adapting to the rapidly changing work environment
- Designed, tested and implemented additional use cases in the SOC to respond to changes
- Prepared for the new reality
Client had a previous configuration to allow VPN connectivity, however the Global Protect feature required additional tuning in support of having significantly more users connecting remotely.

Business problem

- Complex configuration required to match level of authorization based on users’ profile
- Configuration changes needed to allow privilege level enforcing
- Large global network with users in 60+ different sites around the globe

Solution

- IBM MSS aided in consulting over multiple sessions to extend client’s remote support capabilities
- Configuration of client’s network was extended through different sites using interconnectivity between Palo Alto firewalls in each location and the Panorama management platform.
- IBM MSS assisted the Client with extending their VPN access capabilities to a minimum of 200 concurrent users per site, or 1000 users connected using global protect software
## Choosing the right security partner

### Faster, more relevant detection and response
- AI/ML + human expertise applied to reduce false alerts, eliminate fatigue, and rapidly respond
- 100+ investigation experts to assist with on-the-ground response

### Trusted security advisors
- Dedicated security experts with strong vertical expertise
- Personalized advisory services integrated into your MSS
- Holistic approach to secure hybrid cloud environments

### Global scale, local delivery
- Hybrid delivery models to meet clients anywhere in the world
- Staff on the ground for local, personalized delivery

### Demonstrate security impact and value
- Measured security effectiveness
- Regular security posture reporting
- Industry comparison reports

### Translate risk into action
- Actionable context through a single, integrate GRC platform
- Detailed GRC visibility with powerful dashboards
- Classify and categorize events, risks, issues to improve data quality and improve compliance efficiency
IBM Security has invested millions preparing for moments like this one.

We have demonstrated our resilience in the face of fires, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, blackouts, lighting strikes, blizzards, and more.

Our robust set of business continuity plans and globally distributed operations, which pandemic planning, mean we can execute for our clients with calm and confidence.

Learn more at: https://www.ibm.com/security/COVID-19
Resources

IBM Security X-Force Threat Management Services
https://www.ibm.com/security/services/threat-management

IBM Managed Security Services
https://www.ibm.com/security/services/managed-security-services

IBM Security X-Force Red
https://www.ibm.com/security/services/offensive-security-services

IBM X-Force Incident Response and Intelligence Services
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